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1. Overview:  LIGO has informally adopted the standard of amplifying analog 
signals above a 100nV/√Hz minimum signal level prior to transmission on a 
cable.  This practice is valid to the extent that interfering noise sources are 
significantly smaller than this minimum signal level. 

 
The placement of electronics racks for Advanced LIGO will require long cable runs, 

which raises the concern that electrical noise may become troublesome. This note shows 
the results of a measurement performed on 500 feet of shielded twisted pair.  There is 
nothing particularly special about the cable used for this test; it is merely what was on 
hand.  The cable uses an overall foil shield with a drain-wire.  The datasheet for the cable 
is included at the end of this report. 

 
2. Test Setup:  500 feet of cable was haphazardly strewn around the office and into 

the parking lot.  Figure 1 shows the various connection points for reference. 
 

Figure 1 

 
 
 Connecting only point A′ to the input of a Stanford Research SR785 Dynamic 
Signal Analyzer allows a sample of the unshielded ambient noise to be recorded.  For all 
measurements, the SR785 analyzer’s noise floor was recorded and compared to the data 
to ensure sufficient signal to noise ratio.  Many different connection scenarios were 
analyzed, but the results of the most favorable LIGO-like connections are presented.  
There were no surprises in the data that point to a new mindset; essentially a shielded 
twisted pair with the shield free from ground loops is the best choice.  Figure 2 shows the 
results of the measurements.  The essence of the message is that a properly terminated 
and shielded 500 foot cable draped around an electrically cacophonous Los Angeles 
office building, yields reasonable results.  The data shows better than 100dB of shielding 
at 60Hz.  Much of the results are beyond the dynamic range of the SR785 to measure 
without using a low noise preamplifier. 



Figure 2 

 
 

Table 1 
Trace 
Name 

Description (Connections refer to Figure 1) 

SRS001 Low frequency analyzer noise floor 
SRS002 High frequency analyzer noise floor 
SRS003 High frequency ambient noise measured at A′ with no other connections 
SRS009 High frequency noise measured differentially (A′ - B′) across the fully 

shielded twisted pair.  Signal wires and shield (A, B and C) shorted. Shield C′ 
terminated to analyzer. See Figure 4 for test details. 

SRS010 Low frequency portion of SRS009 
SRS011 Low frequency ambient noise same as SRS003 

 
3. Conclusion:  Transmission of analog signals with amplitudes greater than 

100nV/√Hz does not seem unreasonable at LIGO even over 500 feet of cable.  
Shielding performance in excess of 100dB seems routinely achievable from the 
standpoint of the cable.  These measurements don’t address radio frequency 
interference, nor the degradation associated with finite common-mode balance in 
differential transmitters and receivers at LIGO.  

 



 
Figure 3, Alpha Wire Datasheet 

 
 
 

Figure 4, Test setup for best noise performance 

 



 
Figure 5. Miscellaneous testing notes.  No interest to most people. 

 


